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My invention relates to brick construction and
Fig. 3 is a perspective disclosing the broken
especially to brick Walls wherein the construction jointed arrangement of bricks in one of my panels
thereof may be most successfully accomplished as well as the reinforcing rods extending through
by making the wall in sections or panels at the transverse holes in the bricks and a wood plate
place of manufacture thereof and then moving insert Set in the space between the brick rows
or transporting the same to a foundation at the to be used for nailing plaster board.
location where they are to be used.
Fig. 4 is a perspective of a portion of two ad
A purpose of my invention is to provide a new jacent panels as when connected together in
and novel type of brick Wall construction which
jointed formation and reinforced by re
10 may be made in a manner permitting the brick broken
inforcing rods and the binding cement. In this
units to be carefully and accurately laid in place

5

in a broken jointed formation and with each of
the brick units provided with two or more trans
verse holes located so that when the brick unit
is set into position in a panel then such holes will
be located so that they are lined up with cor
responding transverse holes in adjacent brick
units in adjacent brick rows in the panel, per

figure the adjacent panels are set up in an align

10

ment.

Fig. 5 is a perspective of a section of two ad

jacent panels set up together on a corner.

Fig. 6 is a perspective of a portion of two ad
jacent panels in a form when set up on edge and
disclosing one of the forms of the spacers is
used to separate the panels and properly form

5

mitting a reinforcing rod to extend through such their ends so that when the sections are fitted

holes adjacent each end of each brick unit and
through the panel for strengthening the same
after a cement binding agent of Suitable con
sistency is filled into the space between the bricks
and filled into the holes about the reinforcing

together the adjacent bricks are set up in broken
jointed formation.

20

Fig. 7 is a vertical section of a wall and foun

dation showing the manner in which the panels
defining my brick Wall construction may be set

rods as they extend through the brick unit.
9.
A particular purpose of my invention is to
Fig. 8 is a perspective of a rectangular form in
provide in a fabricated brick wall construction which necessary panels for a garage are laid out

25

a means by which the Wall may be made in panels with spacers between them.
or sections wherein reinforcing rods are used for
Fig. 9 is a perspective of the walls of a garage
80 strengthening the Wall; while a binding cement set up from the panels shown in Fig. 8 and dis 30
of desirable consistency is used along with the closing the corner Connection. Where the rein
reinforcing rods so that when the panels are forcing rods which connect the panels at the

finished they may be transported from the form
where they are made, by a truck, to a foundation

or building site, where the Wall structure is to be
set up. The several Sections or panels are secured
together in broken jointed formation with a re
inforcing rod running through the holes in the
bricks and the binding cement agent also is used

corner are shown at their top ends.
Fig. 10 is a perspective of a portion of a wall

under construction where my invention is used

and disclosing the manner in which a transport
ing truck may handle a panel of a Wall when put
ting it in place. The foundation disclosed in this
perspective can be below the Surface of the
40 as a substantial and practical means of holding ground and probably in most cases would be.
these panels together, either when in a straight
Referring now to the salient features of my in
wall or when thus tied together at a corner.
vention and to the preferred construction and
I attain the objects of my invention in the brick arrangement thereof, I provide a new, a novel and
Wall construction described in this specification a practical teaching in the building art such as
45 and recited in the claim and illustrated in the will make it possible to comply with all of the best
accompanying drawings; wherein like reference standards of Workmanship, architecture, orna
numerals indicate like parts in the several figures. mental design and a practical economy in build
Referring to the figures:
ing.
Fig. 1 is a face view of one of the brick panels
For instance, it has been the practice of those
50 incorporating my invention.
engineers,
contractors, architects and construc
Fig. 2 is a detail in perspective of a portion of tion workers
generally to use bricks for building
one of my panels and showing how the top roof purposes for a period of many years; but be
supporting plate may be anchored thereto and cause of the excessive cost connected with the
also showing one of the reinforcing rods in place manufacture and use of bricks for building pur
5.

extending through a hole in one of the bricks,

35

40

45

50

poses there have been numerous occasions where 55
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ways in which it may be regarded as practical
those who propose to use brick as the building the
make a brick Wall panel incorporating my in
material could not successfully compete with to
those who propose to furnish the necessary wood vention.
For instance, in order to build one of the
for a frame building.
to be used in a brick building, I prefer to
It is true that so long as those well known panels
prepare a form the size of the desired panel plac
methods of preparing and handling brick are
the rails thereof on the ground about a pre
used then the cost of brick building construction ing
pared
Space for this purpose.
will make it difficult if not impossible to Compete
Within the form thus set I level of the surface
with frame construction used for the same pur and provide a coating of fine sand thereon that
O pose regardless of the additional merits that are will be level.

2

10

found in the use of brick as a building material.
The brick units to be used will each be pro
It is obvious to those who manufacture bricks
for building purposes that if they are to stay in vided with two or more transverse holes by prefer

the terminal holes 2, 3, and a central hole 4,
business and continue to make progress in this ably
art there must be developments in the art which to accommodate reinforcing rods 5. Such brick

5

will make it possible to manufacture, Sell, and
handle building bricks in a manner that will make.
it possible to make and handle them in a way
that will be economical, practical and safe for
all concerns while meeting the competition Set
20 up
for them in the art of frame building con
struction.
It has been my purpose therefore in the de
velopment of my invention to achieve the ends
above mentioned and to accomplish this purpose
in the preparation and use of bricks for building
purposes in a manner which simplifies construc
tion work in building walls where bricks are used,
saving much time and difficulty in the work con

units laid in place in the form may belaid with

the face down in the sand within the form to
better protect the face when preparing the panel.
However while it may be preferable to lay the

face down when the brick units are laid in the 20
form yet the brick units can be laid with the

face up where a suitable method is provided for
pouring the cement in between them.
I lay face bricks for instance, within the forms

6 (see Fig. 8) in a broken jointed formation so

25

that the bricks thus laid in the form Will have the
Several rows in a uniform space set off by templets
to get the rows uniform in their alignment while
the individual bricks laid in broken jointed
- formation in each row have those transverse holes
nected
with
the
building
of
brick
Walls;
While
30
their respective ends and are aligned
the ultimate results as observed in the finished adjacent
with
corresponding
holes in the opposite end re
building will be superior to the construction of spectively of adjacent
bricks in adjacent rows so
brick walls in a building as accomplished by the
that the reinforcing rods 5 may be made to ex
old method and old materials used.
tend through the aligned holes in these brick
For instance,
I
do
not
follow
the
old
well
known
35 procedure
in constructing a building wherein the units as a means of reinforcing the bricks in the
workmen go on the job and lay the bricks, one
after another, upon the foundation using cement,
40

50

mortar and the like; but instead with my inven
tion, I prefer to construct the brick wall by first
preparing panels and sections of the wall in forms
prepared for that purpose and then move these
panels and sections or transport them to the
building site by means of a conveyance such as a
truck with a lifting derrick and let the panels
and sections of the wall down in place upon a
prepared foundation, where they are moved into
the necessary position for them to be inter-locked
and reinforced in their broken jointed fitting
relation.
It will be obvious to those who are familiar with

the building trade arts that when by following
the teachings incorporated in my invention it
has been shown by tests that a brick building
which in every way is substantial and practical
for residences and other purposes can be put up
at a production cost not to exceed the Compara
tive cost of a frame building of like plan and
60

65

- 70

5

30

panel.

When the bricks thus laid in the panel and

thus reinforced by rods 5 are aligned in such an
accurate manner, then a binding cement possess 40
ing a suitable pouring consistency is filled in the
space between the brick units and also-permitted
to run into holes in the brick units about the rein
forcing rods extending therethrough. Thus the
bricks when laid in each panel will have the ap 45
pearance and will actually be lined up in a man
ner that cannot be exceeded by expert brick
aSOS,
It may be desired in some cases to further re
inforce this panel construction wherein a hori 50

zontal
reinforcement may be used; in which case
a part of the binding cement would be pöured

into the space between the brick units, then a
reinforcing rod may be laid into the space be
tween the rows of bricks after which more cement 55
having a preferably soupy consistency may be
poured into this space to fill it.
When reinforcing rods are thus put into the
between adjacent rows of bricks they are
purpose, then the merits of my invention may be space
laid approximately at right angles to those 60
recognized with my teachings in this connection thus
reinforcing rods which extend through the holes
with the building arts resulting in the achieve in
the brick units; thus bracing the panel in both
ment of much benefit to the public.
It will also be obvious to those who are familiar directions.
It may not be found necessary to brace the
with the handling of materials in the building panels
both directions but in situations where 65
trades that in order to achieve the purposes of windowsin and
are prepared in the panel it
my invention by preparing such brick Wall panels is thought thatdoors
such
cross bracing may be found
and sections in one place and then transporting advisable for the proper
protection of the brick
them and setting them up on a foundation in an panel
handling the Same before, it is ulti
other place, they must be substantially reinforced matelywhile
set up in the wall on a foundation and 70
for such handling; while at the same time Such

reinforcement as may thus be needed will then

connected up with other panels.

.

.

.

.

When both ends of such panels are to be con
better prepare a brick wall for more lasting dura nected
up with adjacent panels in a wall, those
bility.
bricks 7 and 8, 9 and O, (see Fig. 1) thus left
In describing some of the Outstanding merits of at
my brick construction, I prefer to explain one of the end of the panel in a boken jointed forma 75

3
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in the panel which will permit the adjacent pan
els to operatively fit together with the necessary
reinforcing connecting rods and binding cement,

tion are so arranged as to permit the panel to
properly fit into adjacent panels having a corre
sponding broken jointed arrangement of its ter
minal bricks.

where such panels are fitted up together in align

Thus, when each panel is prepared and rein ment on a foundation in the fitting manner shown 5
forced with reinforcing rods and a good quality in the Fig. 4 just above this figure; while the same
of cement, the completed panel will be prepared panels may befitted together on a corner as shown
for transportation to the building site to which it in Fig. 5, after using the same kind of a spacer if
will be transported on a truck built for such desired as shown in Fig. 6.

10

5

purposes as shown in Fig. 10 where a derrick 2
In a house having a brick wall constructed in
of some suitable type for such purposes may be this manner it is obvious that it will be con
used permitting the finished brick panel 3, for venient and practical to provide in the wall, bolt
instance, to be carried directly to the founda members 42 holding a wooden plate 43 for the
tion 4 where the panel may be set up in a proper Support of a floor joist 44 holding a floor 45, while
alignment with panel 5 shown to be already con wooden insert members 46 and 47 and 48 may be

nected at the corner 6 with panel 7. These
panels are each connected by a broken jointed
fitting relation between adjacent bricks while a
reinforcing rod 25 will be used after the adjacent
20 panels are set up to run down through the ver
tically aligned holes in the adjacent overlapping
bricks of the two panels to serve as a reinforce
ment rod 8 (see Fig. 4) along with a filling of
cement 9 between the adjacent panels 20 and 2
25 to hold such panels more firmly together when
the panels are aligned on a foundation. Similar
panels 22 and 23 may be in like manner fitted to
gether on the corner of a building by using a filling
24 of cement and a reinforcing rod 25 at the cor
30 ner to extend down through the vertically aligned
holes 26.

It is obvious that as illustrated in Fig. 8 a num

ber of panels 27, 28, 29, 30 and 3 may be all pre

35

40

45

It will be observed that along the top of the
brick panels I provide anchoring bolts 49 (see Fig.

2) for holding in place a top wooden plate 50
adapted to support ceiling joist members 52.
I prefer to use in connection with my brick

construction a foundation support for the wall
53 which is shaped along the top surface to define
a channel 54 where this wall 53 may be promptly
and easily centered on the flat area 55 at the
middle thereof when the sloping sides 56 of the
foundation 4 are provided for the wall to slide

down to the center on if necessary. This novel

four corners of this garage the adjoining panels

in detail of panels 39 and 40 set up on edge but
illustrated in perspective to show one type of de
tachable spacer 4 adapted to separate these pan
els when the bricks are being laid; but it is evi

25

30

my own and does not define One of the novel fea

comprising a panel made of brick units each laid

35

in rows and arranged with adjacent rows in 40

broken jointed formation; said bricks each pro
vided with two or more transverse holes, which
are aligned with holes of adjacent bricks in ad
jacent rows, reinforcing rods extending through
said aligned holes and a binding agent such as
cement filling the space between said bricks and
reinforced by a filling of cement of a suitable filling said holes about said reinforcing rods; Said
consistency to be filled in the spacing between the panel having its terminal bricks set to provide a
It will be observed in Fig. 6 that I have shown

20

foundation 4 is serving as the Subject matter
for a separate and distinct patent application of

are reinforced in their connection by the vertical
reinforcing rods 35, 36, 37 and 38 running ver
tically down through the aligned holes in the
brick units connected at the adjoining corners of
the adjacent panels; which corners are further
bricks on these corners.

55

provided in the wall for the support of such wall
Coverings as plaster board and the like, which are
nailed to these wooden plates or inserts.

pared at the same time in form 6 by using a suit tures of this invention.
able detachable spacer 32 between the panels and
Having thus described the nature of my in
by providing a detachable form defining window vention and having set forth the advantages
openings 33 and 3.
thereof what I claim is:
A portable panel of brick Wall construction
In Fig. 8 there is shown all in one form the
necessary layout to prepare the side walls for a
garage as shown in Fig. 9, and on each of the

0.

fitting relation in broken jointed formation with
adjacent panels when aligned in a Wall therewith
and a reinforcing rod with a cement filler be
tween said adjacent bricks in said adjacent pan
els and said terminal bricks of said adjacent pan
els arranged to be thus tied together and rein

dent that any one of a number of different spac forced in like manner when fitted together at an

ing devices could be used and accomplish the same angle with each other; Said wall construction
purpose which is to get the adjacent panels of when set up defining a part of a building con
bricks not only spaced correctly within the panel Struction.
but to provide a spacing for the terminal bricks
EMMETT W., POSTON.

